INC.

Ragtops & Roadsters’
11th Annual Open House
& Perkasie Olde Towne Day
Saturday, May 21, 2005
9:00 am until 4:00 pm
Check our website for more
information as we post it.
You can also find Cars and Parts
FOR SALE as well as listing
something you’d to sell.
<www.ragtops.com>

For all of you who have wondered
how Pennsylvania classifies
antique and classic vehicles, I’ve
collected this from the website
<http://www.dmv.state.pa.us/>

ANTIQUE & CLASSIC VEHICLES
Antique Motor Vehicle - A motor vehicle, but not a
reproduction thereof, manufactured more than
25 years prior to the current year which has been
maintained in or restored to a condition which is
substantially in conformance with manufacturer
specifications.
Classic Motor Vehicle - A motor vehicle, but not a
reproduction thereof, manufactured at least
15 years prior to the current year which has been
maintained in or restored to a condition which is
substantially in conformity with manufacturer specifications and appearance. Any classic motor vehicle
registered under Section 1340 (relating to antique,
classic and collectible plates) on the effective date
of the amendment to this definition which fails to
qualify as a classic motor vehicle pursuant to these
provisions may retain such classic registration unless another type of registration is applied for and
issued for the vehicle.
USE OF ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC
REGISTRATION PLATES
The use of antique and classic plates is governed
by Section 1340 of the Pennsylvania Vehicle Code
which states: “It is unlawful for any person to operate a motorcycle or vehicle with antique and classic
registration plates for general daily transportation.
Permitted use shall be limited to participation in club
activities, exhibits, tours, parades, occasional transportation and similar uses.”

Occasional transportation and similar uses
is defined as one day a week.
!"
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REASONS TO REPLACE YOUR LITTLE BRITISH CAR

Closing the doors involves a jack under the sill.

Your passenger seat is on the National Register of Historic Places.

Putting new tires on it triples the value of the car, but you
don'
t dare put new tires on because the car would certainly never run again.

15-minute Jiffy Lube needs to keep your car for 3 days.

The mixture in your radiator is identical to the mixture in
When you gas up, the attendant asks, "Can I re-duct tape your sump.
that windshield for you?"
This morning you noticed rats leaving your garage...
Thieves repeatedly break into your car just to steal the
REASONS TO KEEP YOUR LITTLE BRITISH CAR
"Club".
While sitting at a stop light, people keep running up to you The young kids, that say "Wow, Cool, what kind of car IS
that?”
and asking if anyone was hurt.
For the last five years, you'
ve had to settle for making
‘vroom, vroom'noises while sitting in the driveway.

The guy at the gas station, that says "I used to have one
of those, wish I had it back."

Traffic reporters start referring to you by name when discussing morning tie-ups.

So many hours of enjoyment working on it.

A Texas oil wildcatter asks you for the drilling rights under
your garage.

BRITISH CAR WORLD

Camaraderie with the members of your favorite car club.

best of all .... it’s just so much fun!

History of Lucas - revisited
The Rolls-Royce Owner’s Club puts out a
wonderful full color magazine called ‘The Flying
Lady’. I always enjoy receiving the magazine for
its photographs of the cars, articles about travel
and British car history. And I especially enjoy the
technical articles. The magazine and its writer are
renowned for the depth of knowledge and extensive experience revealed in their technical expertise.
A recent historical article was written about
Joseph Lucas and his electrical company of the
same name. Author Derek Reid went into much
more detail (and more great pictures!) than was
included in my article in the last newsletter on the
same subject.
Of particular note was some information that
may be a clue about the beginnings of the poor
reputation that earned Joseph Lucas the name
‘Prince of Darkness’.
Shortly before the war the company opened
service depots in London, Manchester, Glasgow
and Bristol. After the war Joseph Lucas & Son,
under the guidance of Oliver Lucas, Joseph’s
grandson, decided to open several more of these
depots. Men who not only understood and could
service the Lucas electrical components, but also
were familiar with engines and the entire vehicle
staffed these service depots. They quickly learned
that many of the ‘Prince of Darkness’ failures
could be attributed to the owner’s lack of understanding of how his motorcar and its new electrical accessories functioned. When cars came into
the service depots, the mechanics realized that
Lucas was being blamed for all the mechanical
failures, even if the owner caused the malfunction
- leaving lights on, overcharging (which, at that
time, was manually controlled), running a starter
motor until it burned out, even shorting out the
dynamo. Many times the failure of the car wasn’t
electrical at all, but attributable to engine or carburetor problems.

At that time, between the wars, Lucas began
supplying more and more components to cars.
Electric starters and dynamos were common, but
as more lights, fans, wipers and other ‘Useful Accessories’ were added, there were more Lucas
parts to blame the malfunction on. With the Lucas
service depots repairing the cars, I think people
would say, “Lucas had to fix...whatever”, and
soon all the problems belonged to Lucas.
Oliver’s intention was to help the consumer
and bolster Joseph Lucas’ good name. But, thanks
to the buying public’s tendency to blame the messenger, his service depots may have done the
company more harm than good. This is mere
speculation, of course, based on my own experince. These days we don’t we see any extraordinary problems with Lucas components; no more
than any other part supplied for our cars.
I’d like to thank Derek Reid for allowing
quoting from his article in the July/August 2004
and September/October 2004 issues of the
RROC’s ‘The Flying Lady’.

British Car Specialists is a well known shop located in Stockton, California. Norman and
David Nock and their staff are very knowledgeable about all aspects of British Cars. On their
website, <www.britishcarspecialists>, they have a section called ‘Restoration Guidelines/
Procedures’ that I’ve reproduced here. After having read through what they had written, I felt
that I could not improve on this description of the process of restoring any car. This
information refers to an Austin-Healey, but would work well with any car.
Restoration Questions
· How much will it cost?
· Where do I start?
· What order should I work in?
· How long will it take?
· What can I do?
· What should I have done by a professional?
· Which professional shop should I use?
· What is my time worth?
· Do I want a concours car?
· What books and information should I get?

Restoration Procedures
Do not throw any parts away!
Sweep up thoroughly after each work day
and sift through and remove ALL parts before dumping the trash!
1. Take lots (200-300) of detailed photos before
you pull anything apart and throughout the dismantling process.

2. Remove engine, transmission, and differential
and reinstall all ancillary equipment on engine
and
transmission. Take more photos of engine
Restoration Facts
· A total restoration will take an experienced me- compartment with engine and transmission removed.
chanic approximately 750 hours to do, not including paint and body work.
3. Remove complete interior, remove instrument
panel
complete with all gauges and store all to· That'
s approximately 15 hours per week for
gether in one place to be restored at a later
one year, not including work done at the body
date.
shop.
· The parts only, for a major restoration will cost
approximately $25,000.00 (US as of 1999).
· Body work effort varies between cars depending on the condition when you start and how
good of a job you want when finished.

4. Remove all electrical equipment and wiring
harness, put into one box and put away to be restored at a later date.
5. Remove front suspension and steering from
chassis and reassemble off car, put into one box
and put away to be restored at a later date.

· Many restorations done at home can take sev6. Remove all clutch and brake hydraulic parts,
eral years to complete.
put into one box and put away to restore at a
· A major restoration at home will take up the
later date.
space of 2-3 cars.
7. If you are going to do all body work yourself,
· Many restorations that are started at home are have chassis sandblasted or acid dipped, then
never finished or are finished by someone other replace all rusted panels as required on chassis
than the person who started the project.
and have it painted.
continued on page 5

8. If you are going to sublet the body work, then 13. Install exhaust system.
you can now get started restoring all the other
components to install onto the chassis when it re- 14. Get engine started and road test before installing the remainder of the body.
turns from the body shop.
s first road test.
9. Now you must decide what you are qualified to 15. Take car for it'
do and what a professional should do.
16. Repair what problems came up on road test.
10. Sublet out what work is beyond your ability.
17. Install jute padding & carpeting in foot boxes.
Restoration Time
Take each individual part and restore. When
completed go on to the next.
· Engine
· Transmission
· Rear end
· Front suspension
· Hydraulics
· Electrical
· Interior
Reconstruction Time
1. Get all body work done and fitted temporarily.
Remove outer body panels and paint chassis,
then start building a driving chassis.

18. Lay tar paper on floor, carpet over driveshaft
tunnel and install transmission tunnel.
19. Now get the body work completed & painted.
20. While chassis is at body shop you can get the
seats ready for when car returns from body shop.
21. Install carpeting, panels and chrome parts.
22. FINAL ROAD TEST
23. Repair the problems that you found on final
road test.
24. Take to first car show and enjoy.

2. Install all hydraulic pipes and master cylinders. 25. Never total up how long this project has taken
or how much it has cost.
3. Install the rebuilt front suspension & steering.
26. This is only a general idea of procedures, due
4. Install main wiring harness and electrical com- to model and type it could change.
ponents in engine compartment.
BRITISH CAR SPECIALISTS · 2060 N WILSON
5. Re-cover instrument panel and install.
WAY · STOCKTON, CA 95205-3126
6. Fit all switches & gauges on instrument panel.
7. Install heater assembly.
8. Install engine only & support at rear of oil pan.
9. Install transmission.
10. Install rear end and rear suspension.
11. Install ancillary engine components (radiator,
starter, generator, carbs.)
12. Bleed clutch and brake system using Castrol/
Girling fluid only.

In an effort to sort out the running problems on a client’s car, we recently looked at the spark plugs as part
of the problem. The plugs in the car were correct, but we supected that some engine modifications were
causing part of the problem. In the course of our research I came across some information on a wonderful
website, <www.howstuffworks.com>. The following is an explanation of how spark plugs work. (By the
way, one step colder plugs made the engine on our client’s car run much better.)
The spark plug is quite simple in theory: It forces electricity to arc across a gap, just like a bolt of lightning.
The electricity must be at a very high voltage in order to travel across the gap and create a good spark. Voltage at the spark plug can be anywhere from 40,000 to 100,000 volts.
The spark plug must have an insulated passageway for this high voltage to travel down to the electrode,
where it can jump the gap and, from there, be conducted into the engine block and grounded. The plug also
has to withstand the extreme heat and pressure inside the cylinder, and must be designed so that deposits
from fuel additives do not build up on the plug.
Spark plugs use a ceramic insert to isolate the
high voltage at the electrode, ensuring that the
spark happens at the tip of the electrode and not
anywhere else on the plug; this insert does
double-duty by helping to burn off deposits. Ceramic is a fairly poor heat conductor, so the material gets quite hot during operation. This heat
helps to burn off deposits from the electrode.
Some cars require a hot plug. This type of plug
is designed with a ceramic insert that has a
smaller contact area with the metal part of the
plug. This reduces the heat transfer from the ceramic, making it run hotter and thus burn away
more deposits. Cold plugs are designed with
more contact area, so they run cooler.
The carmaker will select the right temperature plug for each car. Some cars with high-performance engines
naturally generate more heat, so they need colder plugs. If the spark plug gets too hot, it could ignite the fuel
before the spark fires; so it is important to stick with the right type of plug for your car.
Champion Spark Plugs’ numbering system has hot plugs with the higher number, i.e.L87Y is a hot plug
used in a stock TR3. L82Y is a colder plug that works well with 10-1 compression. If you planned to race
your TR-3 the factory suggested different plugs. L66Y was a hot plug; L61Y was the cold plug with L64Y
in the middle. You would examine your plugs to determine what was correct for your car.
Another popular, but not original, plug manufacturer is NGK. NGK number system has lower numbers as
hot plugs and higher as cold plugs. Such as: COLD <<--B9HC, B9H, B9HS, B8HC -->>Hot. But they also
use letter modifiers. The C plugs were always considered "racing" plugs. V means platinum such as B9EV.
E denotes a 3/4” reach, while H is a1/2” reach.

Here we go again. Its wintertime and I’m still
telling you; don’t let the cold keep you from enjoying your car. Of course, don’t drive it when there’s
snow or salt on the road. But, there are plenty of opportunities to get it out and drive it. I recommend at
least once a month for 1/2 to one hour or 20-25
miles.
We often see cars in the spring that, according
to the owner, looked just fine when put away in the
fall. Now there’s paint damage, corrosion and rust
as well as mechanical problems.
We often attributed these problems to inactivity. When the car sits rubber parts take a set, gas
gets stale, and the dreaded ‘tin worm’ attacks your
car. According to an article in “Classiccars” magazine, and reprinted in the Philadelphia MG Club’s
newsletter “The Nuffield News”, another part of the
problem may be the garage where you store your
classic. Keeping the car inside during the winter
may be causing more harm than good.

Corrosion is caused by moisture coming in contact with the metals that our cars are made from.
Moisture in the form of water vapor in the atmosphere condenses when it meets a cooler surface think of the glass of cold beverage you were drinking during the summertime. As the air temperature
fluctuates, the temperature of your car will fluctuate.
But, being made of denser, more solid material than
air, it takes much longer to cool down or warm up.
So, if the air in the garage warms up after a cold
night, condensation will form on the dense, cool

parts of the car; the bodywork, the engine, or any
metal part.
If the metal is well protected the condensation
should evaporate before any corrosion starts. Bare
metal, such as carburettors or other castings, is at
risk. Also, paint is naturally slightly porous, so if the
surface stays wet long enough the moisture will penetrate to the metal and set up corrosion under the
paint.
Car covers also offer many protection solutions. Obviously, this depends on the type of fabric
selected and intended use. An indoor cover protects
your vehicle from dust and dirt while in your garage
or in long term storage. An outdoor cover offers various degrees of weather protection from dust, dirt,
the sun'
s harmful UV rays, rain, snow, and "dings".
Also, outdoor covers offer different levels of water
"resistancy".
Car covers
must breathe
and therefore cannot
guarantee
total freedom from water
saturation. Without
breathability, a cover will cause serious condensation buildup and mold between your vehicle and the
cover. If a waterproof solution is your goal, then
your needs are best served by storing your car in a
clean, dry garage. The solution is to control the temperature or the humidity inside the building. A
heater and/or dehumidifier can be used to control
the environment inside the building.
Or, you can avoid all these different storage issues by...you guessed it! Drive Your Car! The
more often you can drive it the better it will be. Get
involved with your club and drive around with your
friends. Two or three clubs members going to the
same place together makes your journey a club
event. Now it’s legal and fun! See you on the road!

BRITISH CAR WEEK MAY 28TH THROUGH JUNE 5, 2005

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

215-257-1202 FAX 215-257-2688 www.ragtops.com e-mail; info@ragtops.com
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